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AGREEMENT DECLARATION
Dear Sir or Madam.
Thank you for taking the time to read this.
As you know, urine checks are part of your regular medical examinations. We wish to modernise the urine tests
and make them more acceptable:
What we do is to give you a polyether solution to drink (mixed with water or Coca Cola), which “marks” your
urine. At least half an hour later you then give us a urine sample without close supervision being needed.
Polyether: nearly all foodstuﬀs contain it and it is wholly natural. It serves e.g. to improve taste or promote
digestion. The kind of polyether we use is sugar related and cannot be absorbed by the human body. It is
therefore excreted in its entirety and cannot e.g. add to your weight. This “rare” carbohydrate has been used
in medicine for decades to diagnose a range of ailments including severe illnesses in patients in intensive
care. As the substances involved are wholly natural there are no side eﬀects. These substances are not drugs
of any kind.
This innovation in urine testing is a major improvement on the current methodology. In cases of suspected
manipulation someone used to have to supervise the person submitting a sample and watch them do so.
This was embarrassing and unpleasant for all concerned. The new system means you need not be supervised and your privacy is respected. The candidate merely urinates into the sample container in the toilet/s
provided without supervision.
Data protection is guaranteed in its entirety as well. All the medical personnel involved are subject to the
medical obligation of conﬁdentiality.
Once the results are known they are advised you as in the old system. You might like to know that changes
such as this have to be examined and checked in great detail by an ethics commission of lawyers, doctors
and other professionals and approved by them. Only if they have no reservations (as in this case) is the
procedure approved. Please signify your acceptance of the aforementioned new urine analysis procedure
with your signature and return this form to the medical practitioner or nurse handling your case. If you have
any queries we’ll be happy to answer them.
Thank you for your cooperation.
I herewith declare that I agree to the marker procedure being used to test my urine.
________________________________ (date) ________________________________
(Place)

(Date)

_____________________________________________________________________
(Name)

(Signature)

All queries put were answered by:
_____________________________________________________________________
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